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ABSTRACT: We report the collision behavior of single unilamellar vesicles, composed of a bilayer lipid membrane (BLM), on a
platinum (Pt) ultramicroelectrode (UME) by two electrochemical detection methods. In the ﬁrst method, the blocking of a
solution redox reaction, induced by the single vesicle adsorption on the Pt UME, can be observed in the amperometric i−t
response as current steps during the electrochemical oxidation of ferrocyanide. In the second technique, the ferrocyanide redox
probe is directly encapsulated inside vesicles and can be oxidized during the vesicle collision on the UME if the potential is poised
positive enough for ferrocyanide oxidation to occur. In the amperometric i−t response for the latter experiment, a current spike is
observed. Here, we report the vesicle blocking (VB) method as a relevant technique for determining the vesicle solution
concentration from the collisional frequency and also for observing the vesicle adhesion on the Pt surface. In addition, vesicle
reactor (VR) experiments show clear evidence that the lipid bilayer membrane does not collapse or break open at the Pt UME
during the vesicle collision. Because the bilayer is too thick for electron tunneling to occur readily, an appropriate concentration
of a surfactant, such as Triton X-100 (TX100), was added in the VR solution to induce loosening of the bilayer (transfection
conditions), allowing the electrode to oxidize the contents of the vesicle. With this technique, the TX100 eﬀect on the vesicle
lipid bilayer permeability can be evaluated through the current spike charge and frequency corresponding to redox vesicle
collisions.

■

the vesicle ﬁrst adsorbs to the electrode surface and spreads out
over the electrode, and ﬁnally the oxidation of the catecholamine content occurs.7 Moreover, this process is supported by
previous investigations from Kasemo and co-workers about
vesicles adsorption on various substrates (silicon dioxide,
thiolated gold, oxidized gold) where the authors reported a
rupture of vesicles adsorbed on hydrophobic surfaces (thiolated
gold) and, by opposition, an adsorption of intact vesicles on
more hydrophilic surfaces (oxidized gold).12,13 In the same
trend, Scholz and co-workers studied the behavior of diﬀerent
liposomes on the electrode surface (mainly a mercury
electrode) and showed that chronoamperometric measurements are an interesting tool to probe the membrane stability
and to understand the eﬀect of its properties on vesicle

INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical detection of discrete soft nanoparticle
collisions on ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) has been recently
reported as a method to determine the size distribution and the
concentration of emulsion droplets,1−5 vesicles,6,7 viruses,8
micelles,9 and biological macromolecules.10 The observation of
these stochastic events can potentially provide information on
various single nanoparticles contrary to ensemble measurements.11 Especially, electrochemical detection by collisions has
been extended to studying vesicles by oxidizing the contents
released upon collision at a carbon UME.6,7 There is, however,
lack of agreement about the membrane opening mechanism
followed by the content electrolysis on the carbon UME.
Compton and co-workers proposed a “full collapse fusion”
mechanism of the liposome membrane during the collision,
based on the complete release and oxidation of ascorbic acid in
a commercial vitamin C preparation, on a carbon UME.6 In
contrast, Ewing and co-workers proposed a mechanism where
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the two reported vesicle collision techniques at a Pt UME where the potential applied is at +0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl,
and the oxidation currents are plotted in the negative direction (a) Electrochemical oxidation of Fe(CN)64− in aqueous solution (negative current) is
partially blocked by single vesicle blocking (VB) which produces an anodic current step. (b) Electrochemical oxidation of Fe(CN)64− encapsulated
inside the vesicle reactor (VR) gives an anodic current spike.

■

fusion.14−17 In particular, the authors were the ﬁrst to study the
adhesion and bursting processes of 450 nm diameter liposomes
and the spreading of the lecithin on the mercury surface (0.48
mm2) by using chronoamperometric measurements for
determining the frequency of spikes and the charge densities
of formed monolayers.14−16
To improve our understanding of vesicle interactions with an
electrode surface, we herein present diﬀerent vesicle behavior
on a Pt UME, which serves as a hydrophilic surface for vesicle
collisions. By analogy with emulsion results,1−4 we report two
techniques of vesicle detection: (1) vesicle blocking (VB),
which consists of observing a blocking of solution redox species
due to the single vesicle adsorption on the UME, and (2)
vesicle reactor (VR), where the redox probe is encapsulated
inside the vesicle and can be electrolyzed at the UME after its
collision (Figure 1). In both cases, the redox probe chosen was
potassium ferrocyanide [K4Fe(CN)6]18 because of its high
solubility in water (0.5 M). Moreover, 0.5 M K4Fe(CN)6 can
be easily encapsulated inside vesicles as a hydrophilic content
and removed from the solution outside vesicles. Also, it is a
relevant redox species for the continuous phase largely used for
detection of various soft nanoparticle collisions by the blocking
method.1,8,10
Here we demonstrate that the BLM does not break and
release the contents during vesicle collision at the Pt UME
hydrophilic surface. As shown in previous studies of BLMs,19,20
they do not allow eﬀective electron tunneling or ion transport
to cause redox reactions across them without the presence of a
strong surfactant. However, cell transfection experiments show
that the presence of a surfactant, e.g., Triton X-100 (TX100),
can promote transfer across the membrane.18,21 Moreover, we
clearly show that vesicles are adsorbed on the Pt surface (VB)
after their collision, but the electron transfer cannot happen
through the bilayer for electrolyzing the Fe(CN)64− content
(VR). Hence, we discuss here the TX100 concentration eﬀect
in solution and also the corresponding kinetic study on the
vesicle membrane permeability by detection of electrochemical
collision events. Our results were in good agreement with
several studies reporting the role of TX100 surfactant on the
cell membrane, which could yield fundamental insight into the
transfection process.21−25 To the best of our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst work dealing with the vesicle collision behavior onto a
hydrophilic surface.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Reagents. All chemicals were reagent grade and used as purchased
without further puriﬁcation. Water used in each experiment was MilliQ water. Chloroform (≥99.8%), sulfuric acid (97%), and hydrogen
peroxide (30%) were obtained from Fisher Scientiﬁc. Ferrocenemethanol (97%), potassium ferrocyanide, potassium phosphate monobasic (≥99.0%), potassium phosphate dibasic (≥98%), and Triton X100 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Pt (99.9%) wire was
obtained from Goodfellow (Devon, PA). 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero3-phosphocholine (DMPC) lipids were purchased in powder from
Avanti Polar Lipids and stored in a freezer.
Vesicle Preparation. Unilamellar vesicle solutions were prepared
by dissolution of 10 mM DMPC lipid (powder) in chloroform (1 mL),
then vortexed for 5 min, and placed into a warm water bath (40 °C)
for at least 10 min until the complete dissolution of lipids. The
homogeneous mixture was placed under ambient atmosphere
overnight and then under vacuum for 1 h for the complete evaporation
of chloroform. The dry lipid ﬁlm was hydrated by addition of aqueous
solution (2 mL of pure water or 2 mL of 0.5 M K4Fe(CN)6 aqueous
solution), and then the solution was mixed for 5 min and heated on a
hot plate at 40 °C for 30 min. The DMPC vesicle solutions were
extruded using 400, 200, and ﬁnally 100 nm diameter polycarbonate
membranes. The vesicle solution was passed through the extruder,
which was kept warm at 40 °C 10 times (for each polycarbonate
membrane size) to obtain monodisperse nanometer-sized DMPC
unilamellar vesicles. The ﬁnal step was to pass the DMPC vesicle
solution through a column (PD-10 Desalting Columns, GE Healthcare) by using pure water for removing K4Fe(CN)6 outside vesicles.
Materials and Instrumentation. The vesicles extrusion phase
was carried out with the extruder set from Avanti Polar Lipids
including a mini-extruder, two syringes of 1 mL, polycarbonates
membranes of 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1 μm, and ﬁlter supports. The
electrochemical experiments were performed using a CHI model
920C and CHI630 potentiostat (CH Instruments, Austin, TX) with a
three-electrode cell placed in a faraday cage. Platinum wire was used as
a counter electrode, and the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl. For all
chronoamperometric i−t curves recorded, the sample interval (in
sampling time) was 50 ms. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) data were
obtained by Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, Westborough, MA), and
nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) data was achieved by Nanosight.
However, this last one (NTA) was discontinued when we found
fouling of the cell window. The size distribution of vesicles was
analyzed by DLS in Figure S1 and NTA in Figure S2, both in
agreement with 120 ± 30 nm diameter DMPC vesicles aqueous
solutions.
Platinum ultramicroelectrodes were prepared by laser pulling
(Sutter Instruments) according to the general procedure performed
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in our lab,26,27 followed by mechanical polishing with Bevellers for a
diameter between 1 and 2 μm. Before each experiment, the Pt UMEs
were washed by dipping in piranha solution (mixture composed to 3:1
concentrated sulfuric acid to 30% hydrogen peroxide solution) for 10
s, then dipping in water, and ﬁnally dipping successively in acetone,
ethanol, and several times in water. The radius of the Pt UME was
obtained using the steady-state current in cyclic voltammetry recorded
in 1 mM ferrocenemethanol aqueous solution.

agreement with the concentration determined by NTA (Figure
S2) at 3.1 ± 0.2 nM, suggesting that diﬀusion is the dominant
process compared with migration eﬀects.29 A small contribution
of mass transfer of the vesicles to the electrode surface by
electrophoretic migration cannot be ruled out; however,
because the concentration of potassium ferrocyanide is 0.2 M,
it likely carries most of the current, making diﬀusion the
predominate form of mass transfer.8

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
VB Method. The electrochemical detection of collisions by
the VB method is presented in Figure 2. The potential applied

Cves =

fves
4DvesreNA

(1)

where f ves is the collision frequency by diﬀusion of the vesicles
to the UME, Dves is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of a spherical
vesicle, re is the radius of the working electrode, and NA is
Avogadro’s number. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient (Dves) can be
estimated by the Stokes−Einstein relation (eq 2)30
Dves =

kBT
6πηrves

(2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, η is the
viscosity of the continuous phase at 25 °C, and rves is the
hydrodynamic radius of a vesicle. From this equation, the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient of a 113 nm diameter vesicle (determined
by DLS measurement in Figure S1) is 4.3 × 10−8 cm2 s−1,
matching well with the value estimated from NTA data (Figure
S2) at 4.1 × 10−8 cm2 s−1.
The current steps shown in Figure 2 are related to the single
vesicle collisions at the Pt UME surface. In most cases, we
observed a current decrease in the shape of a stair step,
indicating that most of the vesicles stick on the Pt surface after
collision and only in rare cases they quickly leave the UME after
collision, showing a current increase in the shape of a stair step.
Because of these observations, we assume that the probability
of the adsorbate sticking to the electrode is nearly 1. Therefore,
the VB electrochemical method is a relevant technique to
detect nanometer-sized vesicles at a Pt UME and can give some
interesting information such as the vesicles solution concentration and also information on the vesicle’s adhesion on the Pt
surface. The sharpness of the steps (rise time 0.25 s) suggests
that any vesicle distortion or spreading either occurs very
quickly or, more likely, that the vesicle maintains its essentially
spherical shape.
VR Method. The electrochemical detection of collisions by
vesicle reactor method is presented in Figure 3. The main
observation in Figure 3 was the absence of current spikes in the
chronoamperometric i−t curve recorded in the presence of
DMPC vesicles without surfactant. Indeed, this curve showed a
similar shape to the one recorded in potassium phosphate
buﬀer (KPB) aqueous solution (in the absence of vesicles
solution) with the same trend to reach the steady-state current.
This result shows no oxidation of the vesicles content occurred
during each collision, suggesting no lipid bilayer collapse
against the Pt UME. According to the VB method applied to
redox DMPC vesicles (Figure S4), we can aﬃrm that vesicles
irreversibly adsorb onto the Pt UME, but the VR technique
presented in Figure 3 clearly demonstrated that electron
transfer does not occur through the BLM because electron
tunneling and ion transfer are not facile through such a thick
barrier.19,20,31 Thus, in agreement with previous studies about
the vesicle adsorption on various substrates,12,13 DMPC
vesicles seem to remain intact during their collision on the Pt
UME hydrophilic surface.

Figure 2. (A) The i−t curve for collision experiments by vesicles
blocking method recorded at +0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl on 1.7 μm Pt UME
in 2 mL of 0.2 M K4Fe(CN)6 aqueous solution in the absence (blank)
and in the presence (vesicles) of 5 μL of DMPC vesicles aqueous
solution. (B) and (C) are enlarged portions of the initial ﬁgure (A).

at 0.6 V corresponding to the steady-state current of the
Fe(CN)64− oxidation into Fe(CN)63− at a 1.7 μm Pt UME was
previously determined by cyclic voltammetry (Figure S3).
During the chronoamperometry measurement at 0.6 V in 0.2 M
K4Fe(CN)6 in the absence of DMPC vesicles, a steady-state
current was reached at the Pt UME, and no current step was
observed over 300 s. In contrast, after addition of DMPC
vesicles encapsulating only pure water (no electroactive
species), several current steps were observed due to single
vesicle collisions onto the Pt UME surface, which locally block
the ﬂux of Fe(CN)64− to the electrode surface.
The experimentally observed frequency of current steps at
the Pt UME with the VB method was 0.12 Hz. The vesicles
concentration (Cves) can be calculated from this collision
frequency of vesicles onto the UME surface by eq 1, based on a
diﬀusion-limited ﬂux of nanoparticles to the electrode surface.28
The concentration of the pure DMPC vesicles aqueous solution
before dilution is evaluated as 5.5 ± 0.2 nM, a value in good
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Figure 3. The i−t curve for collision experiments by vesicles reactor
method recorded at +0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl on 1.7 μm Pt UME in 2 mL of
0.1 M KPB aqueous solution at pH 7 in the absence (black) and in the
presence of 20 μL of redox DMPC vesicles aqueous solution with
(red) and without (blue) addition of 0.2 mM Triton X-100 surfactant.
(B−E) are enlarged portions of the initial ﬁgure (A).

Figure 4. (a) Size distributions from DLS data (black line) and from
charge data by integrating current spikes of i−t curve recorded at +0.6
V vs Ag/AgCl on 1.7 μm Pt UME in 2 mL of 0.1 M KPB aqueous
solution at pH 7 in the presence of 20 μL of DMPC vesicles aqueous
solution and 0.2 mM TX100 surfactant (red bar). (b) Collisions
frequency determined from i−t curves of collision experiments by
vesicles reactor method recorded at +0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl on 1.0 μm Pt
UME in 2 mL of 0.1 M KPB aqueous solution at pH 7 in the presence
of 10 μL of redox DMPC vesicles aqueous solution after addition of
small TX100 concentrations every 5 min. The unusual single unique
maximum point was seen in three trials (Figure S6) where it varied
over a range of 0.05 mM.

In this case, to increase the membrane permeability, the use
of a surfactant was required. The i−t curve recorded
immediately after addition of an appropriate concentration of
TX100 (vide inf ra, Figure 4) showed several current spikes over
300 s (Figure 3) with a frequency estimated at 0.28 Hz. Note
the narrow shape of these current spikes detected at Pt UME,
which are clearly diﬀerent than those observed in previous
studies.6,7 Indeed, contrary to the expected “blip” shape (Figure
1), here the current spikes present a symmetrical and sharp
shape for a time ranging between 0.2 and 0.5 s. This result
indicates that mechanism occurring during single vesicle
collisions at Pt UME in the presence of an appropriate
concentration of TX100 is probably diﬀerent to those reported
by Compton and Ewing at a carbon UME.6,7 Moreover, this
short time observed for current spikes suggests a quick releasing
of the content against the Pt UME in a rapid electrolysis
process. Thus, the electrolysis mechanism of the DMPC
vesicles content during the collision at the Pt ultramicroelectrode surface in the presence of surfactant seems more

complicated than a simple releasing process and probably
requires additional studies to improve the understanding.
As previously shown in the VB technique, the vesicles
concentration (Cves) can be calculated by using eqs 1 and 2
based on 120 nm diameter vesicles (determined by DLS
measurement in Figure S1 and NTA data in Figure S2). Hence,
the concentration of the pure redox DMPC vesicles aqueous
solution before dilution is evaluated at 4.4 ± 0.1 nM, a value
close to that determined by NTA (Figure S2) at 3.3 ± 0.2 nM
and also in good agreement with the vesicles concentration
determined by the VB method (Figure 2). This result indicates
again that migration eﬀects are less signiﬁcant than diﬀusion,
which is expected because very little faradaic current is ﬂowing
during VR experiments.29
Moreover, to conﬁrm that current spikes are due to oxidation
of Fe(CN)64− contained inside the vesicle during its collision,
we can estimate the diameter of each vesicle from the charge
obtained by calculating the charge passed during the collision,
which corresponds to the amount of ferrocyanide oxidized and
using Faraday’s law. Here, we assume that the initial
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membrane is irreversibly damaged. Indeed, above 0.18 mM in
Figure 4b, the collisions frequency quickly decreased, and after
0.25 mM TX100 almost no current spike was detected,
suggesting the fatal breaking of the vesicles lipid bilayer.
Unfortunately, the concentration of ferrocyanide released in
solution following the prospective collapsing of all vesicles is
too low (∼7 μM) for inducing a signiﬁcant diﬀerence on the
background steady state current in 0.1 M KPB aqueous
solution. Several experiments have been performed concerning
the TX100 concentration eﬀect on single vesicle collisions, and
in all cases the collisions frequency curves versus the TX100
concentration (Figure S6) have presented the same trend
observed in Figure 4b with a rapid increase at the appropriate
TX100 concentration value around 0.20 ± 0.03 mM. Moreover,
all chronoamperometric i−t curves recorded in these conditions
showed the same shape and size of current spikes conﬁrming
that surfactant does not disturb the electrolyzed content
(integrated charge). Here, the TX100 eﬀect on the vesicles
BLM permeability could be explained by a process that involves
the more facile release of the ferrocyanide content only during
vesicle collision.
Finally, our study showed for the ﬁrst time that a
concentration around 0.20 ± 0.03 mM of TX100 surfactant
(dependent on the reaction time) in solution is essential and
eﬃcient to detect DMPC vesicles reactor collision events at the
Pt UME hydrophilic surface.

concentration of ferrocyanide introduced into the vesicle
solutions before extrusion is the same in each vesicle (i.e., an
attoliter aliquot of the original solution), and we also assume
that the electrode consumes all of the contents of the vesicle. In
addition, we considered the cutoﬀ for a “signal” (current spike)
when the spike was at least three times the background noise in
current. A background experiment without redox species inside
DMPC vesicles (Figure S5) showed no current spike.
Thus, the vesicle diameter (dves) can be calculated by eq 3:
d ves = 23

3Q
4πneFCredox

(3)

where Q is the measured charge, ne is the number of electrons
transferred during the electrolysis, ne = 1, F is Faraday’s
constant, and Credox is the concentration of redox species
encapsulated in vesicle, Credox = 0.5 M.
The overlay presented in Figure 4a showed that the size
distributions from DLS data and calculated data were quite
similar. Indeed, the DLS data indicated that the peak diameter
is 120 ± 30 nm (Figure S1) while the calculated data gave 116
± 63 nm as mean diameter from the corresponding average
charge estimated at 0.079 pC. According to this result, the
previous assumptions about the complete electrolysis and the
expected concentration of ferrocyanide encapsulated inside
vesicles (0.5 M) can be validated and, in addition, that showed
the TX100 surfactant does not act on the size distribution of
vesicles (nor on the consumed charge) during their collision.
As expected, the VR technique conﬁrmed its eﬃciency to
determine the size distribution of nanometer-sized vesicles and
was also relevant to approximate the vesicles concentration in
solution. Nevertheless, this last technique provided clear
evidence observation of current spikes form these vesicles on
a Pt UME necessitated a surfactant, such as TX100, in a
controlled concentration. Indeed, TX100 is one of the most
widely used nonionic surfactants to permeate the living cell
membrane for transfection.21,24 In fact, the transfection process
consists to the opening of pores or holes in the BLM to allow
the hydrophilic species adsorption/desorption of the vesicle
content without damaging the membrane.24 The study of
TX100 surfactant concentration eﬀect on the redox DMPC
vesicle collisions frequency by detection of corresponding
current spikes on Pt UME is presented in Figure 4b to
determine the appropriate TX100 concentration to use.
Figure 4b shows the evolution of the collisions frequency
versus the TX100 concentration added every 5 min in the
redox DMPC vesicles aqueous solution by recording a
chronoamperometric i−t curve (VR method) after each new
addition. Especially, a chronoamperometric i−t curve like the
one presented in Figure 3 is recorded on 300 s every 5 min
(after each new addition of TX-100) on a fresh and clean Pt
UME, and the collisions frequency (number of collisions during
300 s) is reported in Figure 4b for each TX-100 concentration
added. The collisions frequency began at 0 Hz for TX100
concentrations below 0.14 mM and increased until the
appropriate TX100 concentration at 0.18 mM provided a
maximum frequency value of 0.065 Hz. These concentration
values are in good agreement with the previous work of Koley
and Bard reporting the TX100 concentration eﬀects on
membrane permeability of a single HeLa cell, where the
TX100 critical micelle concentration (CMC) was evaluated at
0.17 mM. 21 According to their study, if the TX100
concentration is above this CMC (>0.18 mM), the cell

■

CONCLUSION
In summary, we have investigated vesicle behavior composed of
a phospholipid bilayer membrane on a Pt ultramicroelectrode
surface by two electrochemical detection methods involving
discrete collision events. For the ﬁrst time, we have shown that
the vesicle blocking method is a useful technique for observing
the vesicle adhesion on the Pt UME surface and also to evaluate
the vesicle concentration in solution. Furthermore, our results
have conﬁrmed that the vesicle reactor method can be used to
determine the vesicle size distribution, but the addition of a
surfactant like Triton X-100 is necessary to oxidize the DMPC
vesicle content. Indeed, in the absence of surfactant, the BLM
does not allow passage of the contents to the UME for
electrolysis during the vesicle collision on the Pt UME and is
also too thick for allowing electron transfer across the BLM.
Therefore, we have shown that the required Triton X-100
concentration is about 0.20 ± 0.03 mM depending on the
DMPC vesicle concentration in solution and under these
conditions the BLM is permeable to hydrophilic species such as
potassium ferrocyanide. Finally, we have suggested a transfection mechanism from the surfactant to explain the current
spikes occurring during vesicles reactor collisions at Pt
ultramicroelectrode, but this assumption should be checked
by extending this study to other surfactants commonly used for
cell transfection and probably also to other encapsulated
hydrophilic electroactive species.
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